Designing a set of safety standards for surgical short term medical missions
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Abstract

The global burden of surgical disease is on the rise. In underserved areas this need is being increasingly met by surgical short-term medical missions (STMMs). However, access to safe surgical care is still of great concern to global health advocates. We sought to evaluate the current safety practices and outcomes of surgical care being provided by STMMs. We looked at 35 primary research papers from surgical STMMs between 1991-2016 and analyzed their documentation of safety standards and follow up procedures. This led us to two important conclusions: 1 - surgical STMM practices and outcomes are not well documented and 2 - there is a need for standardized safety guidelines when participating in surgical STMMs. Here we introduce an actionable set of international surgical safety standards that we invite all short-term surgeons and groups to utilize as a means of setting a foundation for the practice of safe surgery on mission trips.

Introduction

Estimates suggest that 30% of the global burden of disease is surgical [1,2]. Currently, low and middle-income countries (LMICs) are riddled with barriers to providing safe and effective surgical interventions at the rates necessary. Resource limitations leave patients without appropriate pre-operative work ups, post-operative care or without intervention altogether [3,4]. These same limitations leave countries with strained workforces and insufficient healthcare infrastructures [3,5]. With an estimated 321.5 million inpatient surgeries necessary to meet the global burden of disease [1], it is apparent that LMICs will be in need of surgical assistance and guidance, not only for the health of the people, but also for their economic welfare [6]. One increasingly popular approach to providing aid is surgical short-term medical missions. These STMMs function by inviting surgeons and other volunteers to fund their own mission to a developing country for a short period of time during which they perform surgeries for underserved populations. As it stands there is no international regulating body that governs STMMs, nor has anyone established core guidelines for the safe practice of surgical STMMs [7-10]. Typically “success” in such missions is defined by the number of surgeries performed, what Dupuis boldly termed the “body count method” [11]. And with this as a measure, most surgical STMMs boast remarkable successes. Other reports claim that STMMs do not always provide safe, modern, or effective care and therefore have poorer outcomes [9,12]. However, without large volume outcomes analyses, neither success nor failure can truly be claimed.

“Better than the alternative”

Many believe that without taking full responsibility of the patient, with substandard preoperative evaluation, and with little or no postoperative follow up, we are still providing an option that is better than the alternative [13]. But is that true? As a surgical resident we are taught that learning how to do surgery is straightforward; it’s learning when not to do surgery that is the challenge. This same challenge exists for the community of global surgeons as well. It was projected in 2008 that with all the STMMs combined, the annual direct investment from the US alone could exceed USD$250 million [14]. From an economic perspective, we must ask ourselves what use of these funds is the most effective at bringing safe surgical access to underserved populations worldwide. It has been argued that the cost of these surgical STMMs grossly outweighs the benefit, and that we as surgeons are only seeking an “unjustified feel-good experience,” what is sometimes called warm glow giving [7,15]. Some suggest that it’s cheaper, safer, provides better continuity of care, and overall is a more culturally sensitive approach to simply train and pay local surgeons to do the operations [12]. But as Caldron et al. highlights, the expenditures are discretionary to the mission-goer and therefore the existence of the funds may be dependent of the opportunity for warm glow giving [7]. Perhaps it should not be an entirely economic decision; perhaps we can accept excess in cost with the benefits being for both the patient and the surgeon - a benefit that cannot be quantified. However, we cannot accept this discrepancy at the expense of safety. In order to be certain we are performing the safest surgeries possible, we must follow basic safety standards and scientifically evaluate our outcomes. If we cannot ensure the safest possible surgery, including postoperative follow-up, and monitor our outcomes then we may be committing Welling’s first sin of humanitarian medicine: “Leaving a mess behind” [9].
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Methods

In order to identify primary research articles for our own meta-analysis we sourced two recently published articles which discussed STMM activity in general: Sykes’ Short-term medical service trips: A systematic review of the evidence and Alf-Wali’s Practice, training and safety of laparoscopic surgery in low and middle-income countries [16,17]. By accepting their Pubmed search parameters as sufficient to capture all primary research from STMMs we used their References section, n=143, as a starting point. In order to keep our analysis specific to independent primary research from surgical STMMs we used the following inclusion and exclusion criteria that left us with a total of 35 independent primary research articles focused on surgical STMMs [18-52].

Inclusion criteria
1. Short Term Medical Mission Trip less than or equal to 2 months
2. Mission trips which included surgical intervention

Exclusion criteria
1. Disaster relief mission trips

Each of the included (n=35) articles were read and a set of fourteen questions was asked and answered with either a “yes” or “no” answer based on the information documented in the article (Table 1). If an assessment question was not discussed in the article it was marked as “no” or “0.” Once the information was organized in a table the percentages of researchers documenting and/or performing the specific safety/management standards were calculated and graphed (Figure 1).

Results

The search and screening process yielded 35 primary research papers reporting on surgical STMMs to LMICs for qualitative analysis [18-52]. Results are categorized based on the papers’ descriptions of the procedures followed by each mission.

Demographics

In this analysis 36 countries were locations of STMMs. Missions were based in lower middle-income (GNI per capita $1026 - $4035) and upper middle-income (GNI per capita between $4036 and $12375) countries at approximately the same rate, 37.1% versus 42.9% respectively.

Logistics

Most of the missions (74.3%) reported bringing necessary supplies and over half (54.3%) included students, volunteers, and resident physicians in their surgical teams. Only 11.4% reported using translators to facilitate communication with the native population.

Preoperative

All (100%) 35 publications reported at least some form of standard procedure used to screen and evaluate potential patients in the preoperative period, usually by anesthesiologists, surgeons themselves or physicians. Obtaining Informed consent was only documented in only 14.3% of cases.

Intraoperative

Approximately half (51.4%) of the missions detailed intraoperative anesthesia standards used. WHO time out procedures were documented in only 2.9% of publications. None of the articles discussed whether or
preoperatively. However, one paper describes how the preoperative stage the patient also undergoes preoperative evaluation. Of the patients to decide whether and which operation will be performed. At entails a clinic day when the visiting surgeons meet with the selected doctors and then the first day of the trip usually
begins with patient selection, and then there is preoperative evaluation.

For our patients' safety, and with the limitations of austere environments in mind. When we travel as foreign visitors to a developing world to perform surgery, or anesthesia when we are being as safe as possible. Only five, or 14.3%, of the articles we analyzed discussed having obtained informed consent for surgery. Although obtaining informed consent in a foreign language, with patients who may not be literate, and in a different cultural context presents a variety of complexities, it is still a peremptory aspect of performing surgery [55,56]. If we extend the idea of 'preoperative time' to include time leading up to the trip it covers an even wider range of applications. With 54.3% of trips bringing students and volunteers pre-departure meetings could be arranged to educate and prepare them for their roles on the trip. Some might be taught sterile technique and safe handling of surgical instruments. They could also be taught about the customs and problems of the local population they will be serving. Both sterile technique and cultural competency makes for safer, more patient centered care. For example, in a study of recipients of care from STMMs in the Dominican Republic patients expressed a want for volunteers more familiar with their community, indicating that there is yet a want for increased cultural competency [57].

### Intraoperative

The 2009 WHO Guidelines for Safe Surgery provides an excellent source of detailed intraoperative measures that should be taken to ensure safe surgical practices [58]. Although these guidelines were not specifically designed for surgical STMMs, they are guidelines that have been integrated into safe surgical practices throughout the developed and developing world. As such, they are also guidelines that we encourage traveling surgeons to adhere to, and we include them in our surgical STMM safety standards with emphasis on the WHO pre-incision time out, counting of sponges and instruments, and the need for an operative note [58]. In the developed world we use these guidelines, or some derivative thereof, sometimes begrudgingly, but with every single case. These guidelines were established for the world, for our patients’ safety, and with the limitations of austere environments in mind. When we travel as foreign visitors to a developing world to perform surgery, we should continue to adhere to these guidelines in large part because it is the safe thing to do, but also because it gives us an opportunity to demonstrate the ease and efficacy of implementing them to our local colleagues. In our analysis, only one of the 35 papers documented that a WHO time out had been performed. Though nineteen of the 35 (54.3%) mentioned specific guidelines or standards they were following, none gave any details regarding the standards or deviations from the standards. None of the papers detailed whether or not an operative note was written or the nature of said operative note. These guidelines were established for the world, where there is no oversight, no regulating committees, and no courtroom looming in the background, compliance with these safety standards is at risk. Therefore, until such a regulating body exists, we must document that these standards are being met, not because the law requires it, but because evidence and experience tells us it’s the right thing to do.

It is important to note that the primary focus of most of these publications was unrelated to reporting mission protocols and simply did not specify the nature of their evaluations. We suggest that patients should be evaluated preoperatively with the same standards we use in the developed world; if labs or an echo are needed then they should be done. If the environment is without the means, then perhaps the patient would be best served by an alternate plan. This is not to say we should practice the over-testing “CYA” methods that are all too common in the developed world, but rather to only practice medicine, surgery, or anesthesia when we are being as safe as possible. Only five, or 14.3%, of the articles we analyzed discussed having obtained informed consent for surgery. Although obtaining informed consent in a foreign language, with patients who may not be literate, and in a different cultural context presents a variety of complexities, it is still a peremptory aspect of performing surgery [55,56]. If we extend the idea of 'preoperative time' to include time leading up to the trip it covers an even wider range of applications. With 54.3% of trips bringing students and volunteers pre-departure meetings could be arranged to educate and prepare them for their roles on the trip. Some might be taught sterile technique and safe handling of surgical instruments. They could also be taught about the customs and problems of the local population they will be serving. Both sterile technique and cultural competency makes for safer, more patient centered care. For example, in a study of recipients of care from STMMs in the Dominican Republic patients expressed a want for volunteers more familiar with their community, indicating that there is yet a want for increased cultural competency [57].

### How to ensure safe surgical practices

Surgery is not only the skin-to-skin time. It is much more. Surgery begins with patient selection, and then there is preoperative evaluation and preparation, then intraoperative time, then postoperative follow up and management of complications, and lastly outcomes analysis to guide future practice. To ensure that we are providing safe surgical care to patients on surgical STMMs we must be certain that each of these phases of surgery is accounted for.

### Selection, preoperative evaluation and preparation

It is common practice in STMMs that surgical patients are pre-selected by local doctors and then the first day of the trip usually entails a clinic day when the visiting surgeons meet with the selected patients to decide whether and which operation will be performed. At this stage the patient also undergoes preoperative evaluation. Of the groups we analyzed all (100%) reported that patients were evaluated preoperatively. However, one paper describes how the preoperative evaluation consisted of only vitals and a glucometer [54]. Many papers not they dictated operative notes, either for the mission’s own records or for the local hospital’s charting system.

### Discussion

When conservative estimates put the amount of money spent on STMMs annually at USD$250 million, this funding joins the ranks with annual funding for research of AIDS, lung cancer, colon cancer, cervical cancer and the like [14,53]. With that in mind, consider the number of papers published on these diseases compared to the number of papers regarding STMMs. Our search for primary research papers pertaining to surgical STMMs over the past 25 years returned less than fifty to evaluate. Even teams who have looked at all STMMs with no restrictions to surgical missions have correlated less than a hundred [16]. We are not documenting enough. There is artistry to surgery, but at its core it is a science and the first step to the scientific method is observation. We must observe what we are doing, and we must observe thoughtfully and critically with a goal of improvement.

### Table 1. Assessment questions for surgical STMM article analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did anesthesiologist see patients preoperatively?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was informed consent obtained?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were intraoperative anesthesia protocols followed?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was a WHO time out performed?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were appropriate supplies brought?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was a short-term follow-up arranged?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were the safety standards used described?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were operative notes dictated/written?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were long-term follow-up arrangements made?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did they document their outcomes?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did they account for funding of complications?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were students and trainees involved?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were translators used when appropriate?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assessment questions for surgical STMM article analysis

Each article was given an answer of “no” or “yes” which was recorded as a “0” or “1” respectively. It is important to note that if a topic was simply not discussed it was coded as “0” or “ns.”
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therefore may not have included specific details, leaving it unclear whether the missions did not perform these tasks or the papers simply failed to describe them.

**Postoperative follow-up and complication management**

Some authors have suggested that the burden of follow-up and complication management falls to the local providers [59]. However, it is not reasonable to leave this to local providers without pre-established relationships, and without providing funding. As it is presumed that the patients we serve on surgical STMMs are without the resources to pay for the surgery, it is unreasonable to assume they have the resources to afford any complications. In a bad scenario, the local provider is disenchanted with our 'dumping,' but the patient is managed appropriately. In the worst scenario, the patient does not receive the care s/he needs and our intervention caused more harm than good. This is why Welling labeled humanitarian medical sin number four, "failing to have a follow up plan" [9]. It goes without saying that establishing follow-up plans is by far the most challenging aspect of surgical STMMs, but this does not obviate the need. In the 2009 WHO Guidelines for Safe Surgery they recommend at a minimum the monitoring of wound infection rates, day-of-surgery and thirty-day mortality rates [17]. Since 96% of surgical site infections occur within 28 days we suggest at minimum one arranged follow-up for all surgical interventions [60]. Of the papers we assessed 77% of surgical STMMs arranged for a short-term follow-up and 48.5% arranged for long term follow-up. However, most did not detail the average length of follow-up, the rate of return, nor did they detail how follow up would occur, and which providers would be responsible for follow up (local versus visiting physicians). Larger surgical mission organizations such as Operation Smile have attempted to create systems for follow-up and themselves found it difficult, reporting only a ~37% return rate [61]. Although this rate was not ideal, it still provided sufficient information to implement quality improvement measures [61]. Other smaller groups have achieved a ~21% return rate, which however small, is at least promising in intention [54]. Perhaps the patients did not return because they had no complications, or perhaps they had a complication and had lost trust in the visiting surgeons. Whatever the reasons, there is a large need to find a way to effectively follow patients up. The most successful course probably involves establishing functional relationships with the local doctors. This requires a level of cultural competency and long-term commitment on the side of the non-profits organizing the STMMs. The postoperative follow-up will both serve to provide the best possible care to the patient on whom we have already arranged for a short-term follow-up and 48.5% arranged for long term follow-up. However, most did not detail the average length of follow-up, the rate of return, nor did they detail how follow up would occur, and which providers would be responsible for follow up (local versus visiting physicians). Larger surgical mission organizations such as Operation Smile have attempted to create systems for follow-up and themselves found it difficult, reporting only a ~37% return rate [61]. Although this rate was not ideal, it still provided sufficient information to implement quality improvement measures [61]. Other smaller groups have achieved a ~21% return rate, which however small, is at least promising in intention [54]. Perhaps the patients did not return because they had no complications, or perhaps they had a complication and had lost trust in the visiting surgeons. Whatever the reasons, there is a large need to find a way to effectively follow patients up. The most successful course probably involves establishing functional relationships with the local doctors. This requires a level of cultural competency and long-term commitment on the side of the non-profits organizing the STMMs. The postoperative follow-up will both serve to provide the best possible care to the patient on whom we have already operated, and it will also allow us to collect and analyze data to improve the care we provide for future patients.

**Outcome measures**

Of the papers we analyzed, ~83% documented outcomes. This is a good sign that those who are writing primary research are documenting outcomes. However, it still stands that the community of surgical STMMs is largely underrepresented in the literature as previously discussed. At the moment, we expect that those surgical STMMs who are not writing papers for publication are using a quantitative rather than qualitative measure of success, the aforementioned “body count method” [11,54]. Small surgical STMM organizations are not exposed to the scrutiny that medical mission NGOs such as Operation Smile and Médecins Sans Frontières must face on the international stage [9]. As a result these smaller surgical STMMs may escape the rigmarole of complications. An organization that functions to provide guidelines and guidance to STMMs would be a great asset to empower and promote best practices and quality improvement [7]. Until that body is established, we recommend adhering to our proposed guidelines and documenting adherence as an attestation of patient advocacy.

**Recommendations: The International Safety Standards Checklist**

In order to ensure the safe practice of surgery while traveling with surgical STMMs we suggest that surgeons and organizations alike adopt the use of our International Safety Standards for the practice of charitable surgical care (ISS). The standards encompass the care of the patient from the preoperative period through to documenting outcomes. We created a simple tally sheet that can be provided for each patient where boxes are checked to confirm that specific standards were met (Figure 2). At the bottom of the sheet an ISS score is then calculated by adding all of the “yes” answers together, with a total score of 11 possible. A minimum score of 10 is accepted as safe surgery, unless otherwise austere environments prevent the meeting of standards. In this instance an explanation should be documented. By marking and tallying each section on the ISS sheet, surgeons and organizations running surgical STMMs can use this scoring system to voluntarily, and clearly document their adherence to established safety standards. In this way a simple score can be documented (average ISS for all cases) in publications that serves to inform the reader of the level of safety and care taken to ensure proper management of the patient throughout the entire process of surgical intervention.

**Preoperative evaluation and testing**

The details of these sections are left to the discretion of the attending surgeon and/or anesthetist, though we do recommend that s/he follow accepted standards of preoperative evaluation.

**Consent obtained**

We recommend a standard signed document written in the patient’s native language or other culturally appropriate means. If consent were obtained in a non-traditional method it would serve the

---

**International Safety Standards for the practice of charitable surgical care**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preoperatively evaluated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preoperative labs/x-rays done</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed consent obtained/verified</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum trained staff present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO timeout performed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplies counted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operative note dictated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient sent with educational/informational materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient scheduled for short-term follow up appointment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term follow-up complication management arranged</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes documented</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISS score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. International Safety Standards for the practice of charitable surgical care. Mark each subject with either a “yes” or “no.” The ISS score is the total number of “yes” marks. A maximum ISS score of 11 is achievable and a score of 10 is recommended at minimum.
surgeon/researcher to document this. If the patient is illiterate then we recommend verbal consent with the signature of a witness.

Minimum trained staff

This includes a trained anesthetist, surgeon, at least one acting surgical assistant trained in sterile technique, and one acting circulator trained in sterile technique. We also recommend all volunteers participate in online or classroom training modules such as those provided by the Stanford University Center for Global Health and the Johns Hopkins University Berman Institute of Bioethics [62].

WHO timeouts, supply counting, and operative notes.

These standards are excellently detailed in the WHO guidelines for safe surgery and we recommend this is read by all team members not familiar with these protocols [58]. Their nature and constituent parts are well known by any practicing surgeon in the developed world and for the purposes of this article will not be dwelled upon. It is to be noted however that an operative note should be kept for the records of the STMM organization and a copy should be left for the local hospital/doctors records.

Educational/informational materials

These should include written and drawn details of important aspects of the patient’s surgery and expected postoperative course. It should also include written and drawn details of signs and symptoms that should prompt return to the hospital/clinic. Lastly, it should include any and all relevant information detailing the patient’s short- and long-term follow up arrangements.

Short/Long-term follow up

One short-term follow up is recommended at a minimum of four weeks postoperatively so as to assess for wound infection. Ideally, even if a long term follow up appointment is not necessary, the patient should understand (included in the informational materials) how they are to seek assistance in the instance of complication and funds should be allocated to the management of such complications.

Outcomes measurement

Our proposed guidelines include outcomes measurement as a broad topic. We recommend individualized approaches that cater to each mission, but that includes at a minimum a follow up at or near 30 days postoperatively to assess for wound infection rates and 30-day mortality. When feasible, long-term morbidity and mortality outcomes are strongly recommended to further substantiate the work we do with concrete evidence.

Conclusion

Although checklists and counts and timeouts can be a laborious part of the operating room flow, they were created and implemented because they reduce the risk of morbidity and mortality, and especially the occurrence of “never events” [63]. Because it is the law, and there are checks and balances, we know that these practices happen in every case in the developed world, making it unnecessary to document their occurrence. But in an environment where no one is watching (except our local colleagues) we cannot assume that basic safety standards are being met unless it is clearly documented. The impetus to adhere to the proposed International Safety Standards and to document participation is simple: the safety of the patient. Let us as surgeons take the initiative to drive the organization and documentation of safety standards, rather than waiting for the iron fist of a regulating body.

Let us also chose to document our outcomes, chiefly for the purpose of quality improvement, but also to defend the good work we do with evidence. If we do not, the economists and the nay-sayers will hold audiences captive when they discuss cost-benefits analyses and rare but dramatic complications. We should not see more stories of Surgeons to whom it “felt wrong to [perform surgery] knowing that I would very likely perform an operation inferior to what I knew I was capable of” [13]. Moving forward we should create a surgical STMM community of cultural competence, respecting and teaching the local surgeons both directly and indirectly by modeling our values of safety and patient management. Of those surgical STMMs who have documented, their overall safety standards appear to be appropriate, but is it the Hawthorne effect? With so few documenting it is near impossible to surmise the safety protocols of most surgical STMMs. It is well understood that achieving the standards laid out in this paper will be significantly more challenging in the developing world, but let us see this challenge not as an insurmountable burden, but as an opportunity to expand our cultural competency and be innovative in our approaches to bringing surgery and healthcare to a global population.
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